A morphometric study with setup models for bracket design.
This study was designed to obtain basic data on bracket design for the Asian patient. Setup models of 125 Japanese orthodontic patients seeking treatment were measured relative to the occlusal plane by the Andrews' method. A single experienced dental technician fabricated all setup models to provide one-tooth-to-two-teeth occlusal relationship, maximum intercuspation, ABC contacts, flat occlusal planes, canine guidance, and anterior guidance. Means and standard deviations of the crown angulations, inclinations, facial prominence, vertical contour, horizontal contour, and maxillary molar offsets were measured to reach the following conclusions: (1) No difference was observed in crown angulation between groups with one-tooth-to-two-teeth relationships. (2) Crown inclinations of the mandibular central and lateral incisors and canine were greater in the Class II setup group. (3) Maxillary molar offset averaged approximately 7 degrees in the Class II setup group. (4) The data from the Class I setup group showed minor differences from other researchers' data.